
Achieving Success as a 
Recording Artist 



Create Awesome Music 

!  It’s all about the song! 

!  Work at your craft – never stop learning 

!  Study what successful artists are doing 

!  Collaborate with other writers and producers 

!  Record high quality demos and albums 



The Production Process 

!  Pre-production 

!  Recording 

!  Comping 

!  Editing/Tuning 

!  Mixing 

!  Mastering 



Pre-production 
!  Work with a Producer or co-writer to identify your 

strongest songs. Trim the “fat”- make each word 
count.  Tell a compelling story.  Use vivid imagery. 

!  Draw from your influences, then decide on 
instrumentation and production elements to make 
your recordings sound like YOU.  Don’t chase 
what’s hot right now! 

!  Build in dynamics, musical surprises, and “ear 
candy” to keep the listener engaged. 

!  Plan out the most efficient process for recording. 



Recording 
!  Determine the tempo by playing through a verse and 

chorus.  Map out any tempo and/or time signature 
changes. 

!  Record “Scratch” tracks to a click (metronome) or 
programmed drum beat. Typically, a simple guitar or 
piano with guide vocal is enough.  These will be 
replaced. 

!  Record “Keeper” tracks, typically in this order:  
!  Drums, Rhythm Guitars (or Keys), Bass, Lead Vocal, 

Harmony Vocals, Lead/Melodic Instruments, Additional 
Percussion, other “Ear Candy” 

!  Parts can be recorded in a linear fashion, but are often 
“punched in” in order to focus on a certain section. 



Comping 
!  Comping: Making a composite of the best pieces 

of each take recorded  

!  Find the best performances, but also make sure 
there is a good flow where two takes are “spliced” 
together.  Watch out for “double breaths” in 
vocals. 

!  Factor in energy level, distance from the mic, tone.  
Often a simple volume adjustment is all that is 
needed. 



Editing/Tuning 
!  Once you’ve committed to the comps for each 

track, listen for any timing issues within each part, 
and between parts. 

!  Cut and move sections as needed, inserting 
crossfades to smooth the audio edit points. 

!  Alternatively, use Beat Mapping/”Beat Detective” 
or “Elastic Audio/Flex Editing” tools to stretch the 
audio without making any cuts.  

!  Tune any vocals (or instruments) using pitch 
correction tools (Auto-tune, Melodyne, etc.) 



Mixing 
!  MIXING: The combination and adjustment of all tracks in relation to each other 

resulting in a well-balanced overall sound.  Volume and other adjustments are 
typically automated so as to allow certain elements to shine when appropriate.  
Techniques include:  

!  PANNING: In stereo recordings, used to reproduce either a natural (or unnatural) 
sense of placement in the stereo sound field. It’s also a great way to create 
space and width in a mix. 

!  EQUALIZATION: Also known as “EQ”, used to remove unwanted frequencies from 
instruments and vocals, boost desired frequencies, and minimize the buildup of 
overlapping frequencies that can create an unbalanced or muddy mix.  

!  COMPRESSION/LIMITING: Used to control the dynamic range of each track 
(loud to soft). Compressors serve many purposes, and can be used to tame an 
overly dynamic performance, allow certain tracks to stand out in the mix, as well 
as color and grit where desired. An extreme form of compression is called 
limiting. 

!  EFFECTS: While some effects are added during the recording process, most 
effects like reverb and delay are added during mixing, adding depth and intrigue. 



Mastering 
!  On an album of songs, the process of leveling all 

mixed tracks against each other in terms of volume, 
frequency content, stereo width, etc. 

!  Mastering requires very high quality gear in an 
acoustically treated environment.  Some engineers test 
the masters on multiple systems, including in the car. 

!  Similar to Mixing, tools such as compression, limiting, 
and EQ are used to alter the sound.  This time, changes 
apply to the entire mix, not individual instruments. 

!  The final step of the Production Process, Mastering 
also adds track spacing for CDs, metadata/codes, and 
produces a finished master for commercial release. 



Innovation Station Music 
!  High-end Recording Studio in Arlington, VA 

!  Producer/Engineer Dave Mallen 
!  dave@innovationstationmusic.com 

!  Customized Music Business Strategy 

!  www.innovationstationmusic.com 

!  Also: Metro Music Source – DC Area Musician/
Music Industry Networking Events 
!  www.metromusicsource.org 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What Do I Do Now? 
 

Tips for releasing your music 
and jump-starting your career 

 



Get Your House In Order 

!  Protect Your Assets – copyright your songs/recordings 
and register them with your Performing Rights 
Organizations, SoundExchange, the Gracenote 
database, etc. 

!  Establish your business by filing a D/B/A with the 
county, or an LLC with the state. Check the TESS 
database to make sure your name isn’t taken, and use 
this name for your Publishing Company as well, so you 
can pitch your songs to TV/Film, etc. 

!  Set up a business bank account and track income and 
expenses. 



Get Your Music Out There 
!  Spread your music virally via YouTube videos, 

blogs, podcasts, Facebook, and Twitter. 

!  Buy a domain name and build a mobile-friendly 
website.  Remember, Facebook may not always be 
around, and you can’t control the look and feel. 

!  Use a Direct-to-Fan platform like ReverbNation, 
Bandcamp, or SonicBids to store info about your 
fans, send regular newsletters, and direct industry 
folks to your electronic press kit (EPK). 



Get Your Music Out There 
!  Submit your music to internet, satellite, and 

college radio, or hire a radio promoter like 
Tinderbox for terrestrial radio play. 

!  Make a few hundred CDs to sell at shows, but 
focus on digital distribution. CDBaby is a good 
choice for getting your music up on iTunes, 
Amazon, and the like. 

!  Try getting a couple of songs up on streaming 
services like Spotify, but don’t put your whole 
album up (or wait), as it may cut into your sales. 



Engage With Your Fans 
!  There’s no substitute for winning people over at 

amazing live shows.  Bundle merch together to 
make more money. 

!  Use sites like Kickstarter or IndieGogo to fund 
your next recording project or tour 

!  Create fan experiences, offer incentives, cool 
backstage hangouts, involve people in the 
recording process. 

!  Don’t be salesy on social media, always be 
yourself. 
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